
Have your internship as a C++ developer with us in Berlin! 

 

Would you like to know what it is like working as a C++ developer in a role with a highly competitive 
salary, life-style friendly hours and no deadlines, meetings, or overtime? 

think-cell is a fast-paced software company in Berlin, Germany, with a focus on developing graphics 
products that stand out from the crowd. More than 1,000,000 users world-wide rely on our software 
for their daily business as it makes creating graphical presentations so much easier, faster and more 
enjoyable. Among our customers are many renowned consulting companies and large international 
corporations. 

We are looking for smart, creative developers with a solid theoretical background to join our 
engineering team. Our team of developers consists of those with 15+ years of commercial 
experience in various fields, to fresh graduates in Computer Science, Physics and Mathematics. A 
university degree or work experience with C++, together with a fresh and creative problem-solving 
approach would be an excellent combination for this role. As all of our recruitment steps are task-
based, the selection is based on the skills demonstrated during our tests.  

Highlights of the C++ developer role: 

• We use the latest C++ features as soon as the compilers support them. 
• We’re not afraid of advanced template metaprogramming or macros when they avoid code 

duplication or lead to cleaner, more readable code. 
• We prefer algorithms and ranges (esp. ours!) over raw loops. 
• We take the time to deliver perfect code. 
• We love refactoring and modernizing old code and introducing our own libraries. 
• If we can do better than the standard library, we write our own! 
• If we have done something cool, we talk about it at C++ conferences. 
• If we are missing a C++ language feature, we write a proposal and present it to the C++ 

standard committee. 

Why choose us? 

• Enrolment Based on Your Skills: Join us solely based on your programming skills. 
• Competitive Salary: Earn a competitive salary from the get-go (75-90K per annum), with a 

guaranteed raise up to EUR 130,000 annually after one year of work 
• Relocation Support: Enjoy full support with relocation to Berlin 
• Visa Support: We provide visa support to ensure a smooth transition to join our team in Berlin. 
• Flexible Duration: Choose when to start and for how long (minimum 2 months required).  
• Thesis Writing: Need to work on your thesis? Join us, and you can seamlessly integrate your 

academic and professional pursuits. 
• Lifestyle-Friendly: We offer lifestyle-friendly working hours with no deadlines or overtimes, and 

no scheduled meetings. 

Would you like to learn more? 

Click here to find out more about this opportunity, apply directly and we’ll be in touch with 
the next steps! 

https://www.think-cell.com/career/jobs/cpp_internship?ec=G1XXZeEtiRXZXm3tVG8n1YySg_fPid1krHdQ6v81XIXg_11MvZYvnWtQd9Cak1PjbO_Ql_XNOaW06fJUxR11C-E

